R E TA I L K I T S &
D I S P L AY T U B E S

Sleeving & Accessory Kits
for Do It Yourself Projects & Retail Sales
Underneath the new names and vibrant graphics, and inside the eye-catching packaging,
Techflex provides the same extensive range of high quality products that our customers have
always relied on. Manageable case lot minimums and flexible color assorting make
Techflex braided sleeving kits ideal for small dealers and high volume outlets alike.

Double Yellow® High Performance Products
Packaged with our new, highly visual “Double Yellow” consumer product graphics, the entire line of over 700 SKU’s
is designed and priced to sell. For DIY users, we’ve packaged our most popular products in convenient kits with precut and measured lengths of sleeving and finishing solutions. For custom projects, or to complement the kits, the
most popular products and sizes are also available in economical single size/color packages. For consumers who
require larger sizes or longer continuous lengths of smaller sizes, most products are also available on a choice of
two different spool sizes.

Case Mod® Computer Cable Customization Kits
After the flashing fan lights, the neon glow, the custom water-cooled case and the supercharged components, the
final touch for computer case customization is “modding” the cables that connect everything. Our Case Mod
Customization line provides computer enthusiasts with over 200 products to choose from, including UV reactive colors, to manage and customize the wires, cables and hoses in their supercharged custom cases.

Flexo® Scuba Hose Covers
When underwater safety is the primary concern, the FLEXO line of expandable braided sleeving adds an important and comforting level of protection and visibility. For years, commercial and recreational divers have been protecting and identifying their hoses with FLEXO expandable braided sleeving. The tough braided sleeving provides a layer of protection from abrasion, degradation and wear and the bright
colors increase visibility underwater.

Flyflex® Fly Tying Body Material
Flyflex is one of the most unusual and effective fly and lure body materials to come around
in a long time. It integrates easily into time tested construction and presentation techniques, yet allows for new and
exciting configurations. The flexible, expandable material is tough enough to resist repeated uses, salt water and
UV damage and provides an “al-luring” new facet to the sport.

Reflex®
Reflective
Bicycle
Cable
Safety
Sleeves
Enhance nighttime
bicycling safety by
installing these highly reflective Reflex®
sleeves on your bicycle cables. Thousands
of miniature retroreflective lenses reflect
light back to the source from up to 675’
away. Installs over existing cables with common tools and skills. A profitable value added
service for bike sales, repair and rental shops.
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We also manufacture Cordmate® Dockside Power Cable Sleeves and
OfficeMate® Small Office/Home Office Cable Management kits.
For detailed information about any of these product lines, please contact an Account Representative.

